Tornado Bucket Contents

1  5 Gallon round bucket with lid (14.35" h X 12.19" W X 12.19" D)
The warehouse has Green 5 Gallon Tornado Buckets available for pick up.

1  Standard Size Claw Hammer *(Their Hammer is somewhere under debris)*

1 each  Shirt pocket notebook, Permanent Marker, Pencil and Sharpener.
These items can be placed in a small ziplock bag.  
*For when you have time to sit down as a family and make a "To Do" list. The Marker is for marking packing boxes*

1  Flash Light With Batteries

12  Black Trash Bags 30-45 Gallon recommended (bundled) *For trash removal*

1  Roll of Toilet Paper in a Ziplock Bag

1 Pr  Leather Palm/Cloth back OR All Leather Work Gloves-*For fiber glass in debris*

1  50 count #8 Nails.  *(Their nails are under debris)*

10  White 13 Gallon Kitchen Trashbags with Draw Strings (bundled).  *For salvageable items*

1  Cellophane Tape *To put packing boxes together*

10  One Gallon Ziplock Bags (bundled).  *For jewelry, make-up and valuables*

1  Box Cutter

1  Insect Repellant Spray Bottle/Can, Wipes or Combination

1 Pr  Safety Glasses.  *For hammering tarps, wood strips on roofs*

6  Clear Large Plastic bags 40-55 Gallon recommended (bundled).  
*To cover blown out windows*

3  Tampons or Pads in Small Ziplock Bag

-Add all items on the above list to the bucket. Secure lid

If any of items aren't available just label the top of the bucket

NEEDS (the missing item(s)) and the warehouse will add the item.
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“You are my servant, I have chosen you... do not fear” Isaiah 41:9